
How many cows can the Mackenzie 

take?

Strategic Environmental Assessment in a special place
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Upper and Lower Waitaki Zones



• It’s big and it’s beautiful

• Diverse – agriculture, tourism, aquaculture, industry

• Intergenerational farming

• Hydro generation – highly modified surface water network

• The locals are a bit grumpy with ECan

The Waitaki



Sub-regional plan - planning 

meets collaboration

CWMS
• A new way of working 

together

• Common targets

• Community decision 

making

LWRP
• ‘default’ rules for all 

region

• ‘chapters’ filled out for 

each zone



Upper Waitaki – process & timeframe



Roles

Group Role in Assessment framework

Zone Committee • Clarify & confirm interpretation of outcomes

• Assess whether outcome is met

• Developing solutions

Technical Lead • Collate & help interpret information

• Manage the assessment framework

• Supporting the development of solutions

Technical team • Describe the current state

• Predict likely change for scenarios

Community • Provide feedback on assessments

• Contribute to solutions

Planner • Setting the planning framework

• Writing the plan

Me



The challenges in ‘pulling it all 

together’

• A lot of information in a short space of 

time

• Co-dependency – an ‘assessment train’ 

– one discipline follows another

• A risk of ‘glossing over’ and missing 

something important

• Personalities!

• The community



Building knowledge over time

Current 
State

Scenario 
testing

Solutions 

What you see when you 

drive around

Land use at Dec. 2013

“Likely”

“Aspirational”

What can 

we do?



Assessment Approach

Stage Assessment

1. Interpret ZIP 

outcomes

Translate ZIP outcomes into technical indicators and 

descriptions

2. Current State Compare the current situation with the outcomes, and 

identify whether or not the outcome is currently met.

3. Scenario Assessment Compare the indicators one by one with the current state, 

and identify whether the scenario results in a ‘better’ or 

‘worse’ situation, and then whether the outcome is met.

4. Solutions Packages Target the areas where outcomes are not met.



Descriptions of land 

use and point source 

discharges

Nutrient modelling

Groundwater 

AssessmentSurface water effects

Biodiversity changes

Cultural assessment
Economic effects

Social effects

Assessment ‘Train’



Communicating complex info

“Pyramid” of information

1 x A3 page

5 pages

50 slides

60 pages

500 pages

Thousands 

of pages



Scenario Comparisons

Direction and magnitude of likely change

-10 -5 0 5 10

Lots worse A bit worse

No Change from 

current A little bit better Lots better

Scenario Comparisons - compared to current state

Remember: Scenarios are test cases, not options



Meets outcome?

A bit worse A bit worse

A lot worse A lot worse

A bit worse A bit worse

All lakes and rivers safe for contact 

recreation x  No change x  No change x  No change x  

The water quality for Lake 

Benmore is at all times of the year 

consistent with its vey high 

recreational value

 A bit worse x  A bit worse x  A bit worse x  

Maintain current high water 

quality delivered to the Waitaki 

River
 A bit worse

Depends on 

location of 

developments

A bit worse
Depends on 

location of 

developments

A bit worse
Depends on 

location of 

developments

Worse x  Worse x  

x  

There is improved mahinga kai 

gathering in the Zone x  Worse x  

A bit worse x  A bit worse x  A bit worse

x  x  
A lot worse

x  

The biodiversity of the zone’s 

water bodies and high quality 

drylands are protected and 

enhanced

x  

Meets 

outcome?

Compared to 

current state

Meets 

outcome?

Water quality 

and quantity 

provide for 

aquatic 

biodiversity, 

recreational 

opportunities, 

and customary 

use

There is no further reduction in 

water quality in the zone 

Compared to 

current state

Meets 

outcome?

Compared to 

current state

Scenario 2a Scenario 2b Scenario 2c
Outcome Sub-outcome

Current State



Meets outcome?

The Zone has safe and secure 

drinking water for domestic and 

community supplies
x No change x No change x No change x

The Zone’s existing contribution to 

New Zealand’s security of 

electricity supply is maintained or 

increased

 No change  No change  No change 

The economic contribution from 

Tourism based on the Zone’s lakes 

and rivers and biodiversity is 

maintained or increased

 A little bit better  A little bit better  A little bit better 

A lot better A lot better A lot better

A lot better A lot better A lot better

A lot better A lot better A lot better

A bit better A bit worse A bit worse



The Zone has a vibrant community, 

including: improved social 

infrastructure, sustainable 

population growth, and a diverse 

economy

   

Lots better  Lots better  Lots better

Maintenance of 

communities and 

sustainable 

growth

The contribution to the Zone’s 

economy from Agriculture and 

Aquaculture is maintained or 

increased, in particular sustainable 

high  country farming systems 



Meets 

outcome?

Compared to 

current state

Meets 

outcome?

Compared to 

current state

Meets 

outcome?

Compared to 

current state

Scenario 2a Scenario 2b Scenario 2c
Outcome Sub-outcome

Current State



Dryland 

farmers

Salmon 

farmers

Zone 

committee

ECan 

ScienceMeridian 

& 

Genesis

Dairy farm 

developer

Consultants
ECan 

PlannersRandom 

crazy 

person

Commissioner

Mayor

DoC



Canterbury: perceived 

trustworthiness

1. Veterinarians

2. Other farmers, farmer discussion groups

3. Accountants & financial advisors

4. Farm consultants, extension officers, contractors

5. Rep organisations (e.g. Fed farmers), Farmers’ forums, ag shows, field days

6. Farmers’ forums, agricultural shows, field days

7. Industry groups (e.g. Beef & Lamb NZ, DairyNZ etc)

8. Scientists

9. Rural retailers and their tech. representatives

10. Cooperatives (e.g. Zespri, Fonterra)

11. Internet

12. Newspapers, general interest magazines

13. Central government

14. Television, radio

15. Regional councils

The bad news…

The good 

news…

The good 

news…



The data is 

rubbish!
Your science 

is flawed



The data is 

rubbish!

We have to work 

with uncertaintyHow can we 

make a 

decision?



The data is 

rubbish! How can we 

make a 

decision?

We have to learn 

to work with 

uncertainty



How do we measure success?

• During the project:

– People start asking the right questions

– The community work it out for themselves 

& come up with sensible solutions

– Its not us who decide ‘how many cows’



Waitaki Monitoring Framework

• Plan effectiveness • Data sharing • Review of limits




